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Crushing the self-talk: 

Last week, I was offered the chance to stow away with Kris and Lexi to Oklahoma. I himmed and 
hawed on whether or not to make this trip. 

Kris was going to Joyful Noise Farm to see how her filly in training was coming along. It was going to 
be the first time she rode her! That would be amazing to witness, but I wasn’t sure it would be worth 
the miles and time away from home to go. She knew I was on the fence about the trip and mentioned 
that I could possibly take a lesson on Sid Zacharias’ reining horses to see if that would be something I 
might be interested in pursuing as a discipline. My mind was telling me that I had no business riding 
that caliber of a horse. My heart was fearful that I would fall off or ‘break’ Sid’s horse. The self-talk was 
terrible. I had dreams about worse case scenarios. That was my cue I had to go. 

One thing I am doing this year is to be really aware of my internal dialogue and to really lean into what 
scares or worries me the most. So, I packed my crap and headed south for a short adventure.
 
Sid was gung-ho to show me how cool it was to ride horses with as many buttons as an F15 fighter 
plane cockpit. I am really thankful we didn’t get a ton of sleep the night before as I didn’t have the 
energy to get anxious. I watched him expertly put, BabyFace, his three-year-old buckskin gelding 
through his paces. After a few minutes of direction, I hopped on. I was nervous. Anytime you ride 
someone else’s horse, it’s tough to feel comfortable. I was way out of my comfort zone. After about 20 
minutes, I started to get a feel for the horse’s buttons and was really starting to enjoy myself. I even 
was comfortable loping around the arena! 
  
I finished with a few small sliding stops and a big smile on my face. After getting
comfortable I hopped on Spanky, a four-year-old reining gelding, that would be attending his first show 
the following weekend. I was to be the third person ever to ride this horse. No pressure. 

This horse was amazing. His transitions were smooth as long as my cues were
accurate. He was so soft and I’ve never felt lead changes like his. It was so fun. I was enjoying myself 
so much I almost missed Kris and Lexi riding Seven. I helped untack Spanky and watched Kris for a 
little while. Sid and I talked over my lesson and know what? I’m not as bad as I thought. 
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There’s ALWAYS plenty of room for improvement, but I didn’t suck! My self-talk had me convinced that 
I needed lots of work to do right by my horse. My self-talk told me that I didn’t have the right horse. My 
self-talk told me I didn’t have the right saddle, training, bit and ability. So I spent all my time coming up 
with excuses. When I finally just did the lesson, Sid crushed all my excuses. 

It’s apparent that some of the past training and horses I’ve ridden have really molded how I ride. I 
have ridden gaited horses for years and it’s apparent I’m not as loose in my shoulders and upper body 
as I should be. The only way to ‘get loose’ while riding is to do it more. So, I was given homework. Go 
home and ride. That’s the best homework I’ve been given in my life! Go home and ride. And that is 
what I plan to do. 

Crush that self-talk and go home to ride! 


